Service Development Plan
(ICE Workplan) 2015/16
July - September 2015 update
This is the second quarterly update of our Service Development Plan (ICE Workplan) 2015/16 and
covers the period July to September 2015.
The plan continues to evolve as we take on board
feedback from the initiatives that we are implementing.
As before the key actions are summarised in the
scorecard.
This quarter our focus has been on preparing for the
implementation of the new Competition in Connections
Code of Practice and delivering some important changes
to improve our pre-application support for customers
looking to install generation. In addition there has been
an emphasis on improving the overall service rating that
our customers give us through our customer satisfaction
survey.
Mark Adolphus
Director of Connections
15.2 Develop our DG Mapping Tool to provide visibility of network capacity by including ‘Heat
map’ functionality and grid and primary substation capacities in the tool
More than 550 customers have registered for access
to our mapping solution and we receive more than 300
requests a month. Based on customer feedback we have added heat map
functionality as well as a link to the contracted connections register (15.9)
that provides details of capacity either connected or committed to connect
per GSP.
We have had positive feedback from customers as well as requests for
further enhancements which we are considering.
15.22 Introduce a new quarterly newsletter for connections
stakeholders covering all aspects of service as well as sector
specific updates and assess the usefulness of the updates by
surveying the audience.
Connections update newsletter is circulated on a quarterly basis
to over 1200 customers and is compiled using identified areas
of interest following customer feedback. The newsletter is also
available on ukpowernetworks.co.uk for public consumption. A
special edition Connections update newsletter was published
following the go live of the Competition in Connections Code
of Practice to ensure that all stakeholders are appropriately
informed.
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15.28 Monitor and publish the customer satisfaction scores associated with the connections
activities of UK Power Networks
On average, the 240 customers who we surveyed during this quarter scored our service at 82%, a
five percent improvement on last quarter. The quality and timeliness of our communication has been
highlighted as one area of significant improvement.

This quarter in numbers
Distributed Generation
• Six surgeries involving 29 customers with an average satisfaction score of 90%
• Customer forum with 40 attendees and an average satisfaction score of 86%
• 15 face-to-face stakeholder meetings

Metered customers
• 240 customers surveyed with an average satisfaction score of 82%
• 21 Customer visits
• Over 1000 Customers received our newsletter
• 564 Ask the Expert enquiries answered

Independent Connection Providers
Competition in Connections workshop with 13 Independent Connection
Providers and an average satisfaction score of 90%
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Neil Madgwick, Head of Service Delivery, neil.madgwick@ukpowernetworks.co.uk

If you would like to discuss the content of this plan, suggest additional improvements or comment on any aspect of the connections services
provided by UK Power Networks then please contact;
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